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Finite Element Analysis on a 3-Dimensional Mesh of Trees
Scot W. Homick and Franco P. Preparata
Coordinated Science Laboratory and 
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering 
University of Illinois 
Urbana, IL 61801
Abstract: An architecture is proposed for a massively parallel machine dedicated to the solution of 
boundary value problems by the finite element method. This architecture is based on the three- 
dimensional mesh of trees (3DMOT) and supports both the construction of the finite element stiffness 
equations and their solution by a parallel version of Newton’s method. It can be pipelined to obtain 
processor/time and area/time tradeoffs, and large finite element problems can be partitioned for solution 
on a machine designed for smaller problems. An important feature of this architecture is that it is 
geometry-independent, i.e., the architecture is based on the computational aspects of the finite element 
method instead of geometric aspects of the class of problems to be solved.
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11. Introduction
The numerical solution of partial differential equations is the essence of many of the problems in 
applied engineering and physics, e.g, electromagnetics, thermodynamics, fluid dynamics, stress analysis, 
etc. Finite element analysis is a widely used numerical method for approximating the solution of the 
important subclass of partial differential equations known as boundary value problems. This method 
involves, as it most computation-intensive step, the solution of large systems of linear equations. Indeed, 
this is among the most time-consuming tasks performed by conventional serial computers, and it has been 
a major motivation for the development of supercomputers. However, contemporary supercomputers are 
conceived as general-purpose systems, and a penalty must inevitably be paid for this generality. In order 
to achieve the shortest possible computation times, we propose in this paper an architecture appropriate 
for a dedicated, highly parallel finite element machine that is efficient for such apparently diverse tasks as 
the construction of the finite element stiffness equations and the computation of their solution.
Newton’s method for matrix inversion provides accurate solutions in polylog-time for a broad class 
of linear systems [B84,PR85,HPT87], including those resulting from a suitably uniform finite element 
grid, i.e., a grid in which the smallest element angle is bounded away from 0, and the ratio of the largest 
intemodal distance to the smallest intemodal distance is bounded above by a polynomial function of the 
number of nodes [F72], The fundamental operation of the Newton iteration for matrix inverse is matrix- 
matrix multiplication. For this operation, the 3-dimensional mesh of trees (3DMOT) and various systolic 
hybrids have been proposed as natural architectures to achieve a wide range of computation times, down 
to logarithmic time [PV80,NMB83,L84]. This suggests the 3DMOT and its systolic hybrids as appropri­
ate architectures for the fast parallel implementation of Newton’s method.
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we give a brief overview of the finite element 
method, emphasizing its computational aspects and introducing the concepts of nodal data and elemental 
data. Then, in Section 3, we discuss the use of the 3DMOT as a matrix-matrix multiplier. We describe 
an algorithm for solving linear systems that is based on Newton’s method and employs matrix-matrix
2multiplication as a primitive operation. We show how to augment the 3DMOT architecture with an addi­
tional plane of processors, organized as a 2-dimensional mesh of trees, and a few matrix registers in order 
to implement this algorithm. We also show how this architecture can process the nodal data and elemen­
tal data to compute the elemental stiffness matrices and load vectors and then assemble the global stiff­
ness matrix and load vector from their elemental constituents. In Section 4, we extend the results of Sec­
tion 3 to the systolic hybrids of the 3DMOT in order to achieve a processor/time tradeoff (or area/time 
tradeoff, in the case of VLSI). Specifically, these hybrids allow us to obtain PT = 0 (n 3log2n) and 
AT2 = 0 {n 4\og4n) for T in the range [Q(log2/z),<9(rtlog2rt)]. In Section 5, we address the problem of 
partitioning larger problems for solution on a fixed size network. We show that the 3DMOT admits prob­
lem partitioning, but that it is only practical for problems sizes near the design size of the network. 
Finally in Section 6, we recapitulate these results and discuss avenues for further research.
2. Overview of the Finite Element Method
In order to provide background and context for our discussion of the parallelization of the finite ele­
ment method, we give here a brief and general overview of the method following the notation of [C083] 
(except where notational inconsistencies would arise). The following is a typical statement of a classical 
linear elliptic boundary-value problem: find a real-valued function u = u (x\ ,x2, . . .  ,xn) = u (x) such that
Au = /  in £2 
Mu = 0  on SQi ► 
Nu = g onô£22,
( 1 )
where Q is an open bounded domain in with boundary 8£2 = SQx u  5Q2, A is a linear elliptic partial-
differential operator of order 2m, M  is a linear partial-differential operator of order m -1, N is a linear
partial-differential operator of order at least m but less than 2m, f  is real-valued function on Q given by 
the forcing function, and g is a real-valued function on 5Q2 given by the natural (i.e., involving deriva­
tives of order m or more) boundary conditions (Figure 1). The essential (i.e., involving derivatives of
order m - 1 and less) boundary conditions on are assumed here to be homogeneous {Mu = 0), but, as 
we will see later, the homogeneity of the essential boundary conditions on 5Qi is not a necessary
restriction.
3 •
Mu = 0
s a  2
Nu = g
Figure 1. Linear elliptic boundary-value problem
If this problem is to be solved by the finite element method, it is reformulated as a weak variational 
principle: find a real-valued function u - u ( x i,^2. • • • >xn )  = u(x) in a class H of admissible functions 
such that
B (u, v) = jjv  dx + J gMv ds all v e H,
£2 6Q2 (2)
where 5 (v )  is a bilinear form arising from an integral of the type
B(«.v) = J
Q
■ ■ 8mu S"v . S"k 5 " -‘v m, 5mu 8"v
5xf &tf ™” 1 &CÎ1 &tf_1
....«00 uv d** (3)
¿x is a differential volume element of JR.N, ds is a differential element of the boundary 5Q of a ,  and
the quantities aft are given functions of position x in a .
4In the finite element method, the domain Q is discretized by a grid (which is often referred to as a 
mesh), i.e., it is replaced by a collection Q.h of simple domains Qe, the finite elements. H, the class of 
admissible functions, is approximated by the space H h spanned by a collection of global basis functions 
<J>,-, each of which is associated with a node i of the mesh. These <J>j are frequently chosen to be piecewise 
polynomials in x and are generated by patching together (i.e., summing) local shape functions \}/f, which 
are designed so that they, and possibly their derivatives, assume a value of zero or unity at nodal points xf 
within element e. From this finite element approximation, results a linear system of equations Ky = F, 
where
K ij = B (fc.fy) = I t f j  = T J3 e( V t Y j ) ,
e e
* *
Fi — jftyidx + J gMtyids = JJf  = 2  J/\j/?dx+ J gMylds ,
£2 8£22 e e £^2* 8£22i
and the solution vector y yields the approximate solution uh(x) = £y;<|)t\  K and F are known respectively
i
as the stiffness matrix and the load vector.
To extend this approach to nonhomogeneous essential boundary conditions, we allocate basis func­
tions to the boundary nodes just as we do for the nonboundary nodes. The system of equations is con­
structed as described above except that we alter the equations for the boundary node to reflect the boun­
dary condition, e.g., if the boundary condition gives the value ut for u at x,-, we set Ku = 1, Ft = uit and 
= 0 for all j  * i. Furthermore, degenerate sources, e.g., point, line, or plane sources, occurring at ele­
mental boundaries are also easily handled on an element-by-element basis. Such sources simply contri­
bute terms to /f .
The input data to the finite element method, for conceptual convenience, can be partitioned into two 
sets, nodal data and elemental data. For each node nj, the nodal data include the coordinates of the node 
and a parametric description of any essential boundary conditions to be applied at the node. For each ele­
ment ei, the elemental data include the incidence list of the element, i.e., the list of nodes (by index) that
5bound the element, and a parametric description of the variational principle to be applied within the ele­
ment, i.e., a specification of the coefficients aft in ¿?€,(v). a specification o f /in  Qe., and a specification of 
g on 5^2*, . These data suffice to compute the stiffness matrix and load vector.
3. Augmenting the 3DMOT for Finite Element Analysis
3.1. Multiplying Matrices with a 3DMOT
We begin this section by reviewing the architecture of the 3DMOT and establishing a nomenclature 
for its discussion. An n x n x n  MOT consists of n3 processors P (i,j,k) for i,j,k  e [1 ,n] organized as a 
cube with three sets of n2 balanced binary trees connecting them as follows:
(1) I-trees: l(J,k) with the processors P(i,j,k) (for all z e [l,/i ]) as their leaves,
(2) J-trees: J(i,k) with the processors P(i,j,k) (for all j  e [1 ,n ]) as their leaves, and
(3) K-trees: K(i,j) with the processors P(i,j,k) (for all k e [l,n]) as their leaves.
This network can multiply two n x n  matrices, L and M, to form N = IM  as follows:
(1) for all (*',/), Lij, the (/,/) entry of L, is input to the root of K(z,/), and for all (J,k), Mjk is input to the 
root of l(J,k)\
(2) the entries of L are broadcast down the K-trees, and the entries of M  are broadcast down the I-trees;
(3) the product LiyMjk is formed at P
n
(4) each J-tree J(z,&) accumulates the sum £ LiyMjk = Nik (Figure 2).
y=i
If a bit-serial mode of operation is adopted and the leaf processors are endowed with Muller-Atrubin mul­
tipliers, then the time required to perform this operation is 21ogn + 0(X) + 0  (1), where X is the length of 
the binary representation of the entries of N.
6Figure 2. The 3DM0T and its use as a matrix multiplier
Although the above procedure for matrix-matrix multiplication is fairly straightforward, many of 
the routing procedures that we will discuss later in this paper are complex. For the sake of convenience, 
we will introduce a concise notation to describe the communication and computation that occurs in such 
procedures. Each procedure will be written as a sequence of statements separated by either commas (to 
indicate concurrent execution) or semicolons (to indicate sequential execution). These statements can be 
categorized as either communication statements, which specify a pattern of global communication, or 
computation statements, which specify a local computation. The format for a communication statement 
is:
PS DP,
where SP is a set of source processors, DP is a set of destination processors, d is the signal, data, or data 
transformation to be communicated, and C is the interconnection that supports the communication. A 
sequence of communication statements in which the destination set of one statement is the source set of 
the next can be written more compactly by concatenating them and removing the redundant references to
7the same set. A communication statement is executable if the signal or data in d are generated or stored 
locally by SP, and C connects SP to DP and supports the transformation (if any) specified by d. The for­
mat for a computation statement is:
P: e,
where P is a set of processors and e is an expression involving data locally available to P.
To illustrate the use of this notation, we will employ it in describing matrix-matrix multiplication on 
the 3DMOT:
{K( i j )  I i j  g [1 ,ai]} L/ J {P(i,j,k) I Uj,k g [1,ai]}, 
M  i*J)
(I(M ) I J.k € [l,n]} m . m  I i,j,k  6 [1,«]};
{P(i,j,k) I i,j,k  g [1,ai]}: Lij'Mjk\
{PO',j,k) I i j ,k  g [l,n]} —  —  ^ -------> {JO’.A:) I i,k g [I,»]).
The alert reader will notice that the tree names have been used in two different contexts, as processor 
names and as interconnection primitives. When used as a source or destination processor (to the left or 
right of the arrow), a tree name refers to the root processor of the tree; when used as an interconnection 
primitive (beneath the arrow), a tree name refers to the communication provided between its leaves and 
root.
3.2. Solving Linear Systems by Newton’s Method with a 3DMOT
Our goal is to adapt the 3DMOT architecture to implement Newton’s method for finding a solution 
x  to Ax = b with relative error less than e. This method is described in the following algorithm that is a 
minor adaptation of an analogous algorithm in [HPT87]:
8SOLVE (A, x , b, e) 
begin
(1) B :=AtA ,c :=ATb;
(2) a  := 115 II“1;
(3) Y0 := aA T, x 0 := ac, Z0 := 2/ -  a5;
(4) (3 := II II2;
(5) e' := pe, := (3;
(6) e'0 := Wb-Axo II2;
(*) / := 0;
do while (e'i > e' and e \ <
(7) T/+i ^Z/T,;
(* ) /:= / + l;
(8) Z/ : = 2 / - 7 /A ,^ : = r /^;
(9) <?'/:= IIZ? ll2; 
end do
{*)x:=xi\ 
if (e'i < eO then
SOLVE := success; 
else
SOLVE := failure;
end.
Each step of this algorithm has been numbered, except those which do not require any global computa­
tion, which are denoted by an asterisk. The use of commas to separate assignment statements within a 
step indicates the concurrent execution of the assignment statements.
We wish to see, step by step, how SOLVE can be implemented on an augmented 3DMOT. First we 
will summarize the modifications to be made to the 3DMOT, and then we will trace the execution of 
SOLVE using the notation described earlier to ensure that the communications required at each step are 
supported by the new architecture. The most significant augmentation to the 3DMOT is the addition of a 
plane of processors P (ij, 0) organized as a 2-dimensional mesh of trees. Each K-tree K(i,j) is also 
extended to incorporate P( ij ,  0) as a leaf. The I-trees and J-trees associated with this additional plane of 
processors will be referred to as secondary I-trees and J-trees, so as to distinguish them from the primary 
I-trees and J-trees, i.e., the original trees of the standard n x n x n  3DMOT.
The root of each primary J-tree J(i,k) is connected to the root of primary I-tree I(i,k), to the root of 
primary K-tree K(i,£), and to secondary leaf processor P(/,£, 0), for Uk e [l,n  ]. These three interconnec­
tion primitives will be referred to as Jl(i,k), JK(i,k), and JP(/,&), respectively. Each primary J-tree root is
9endowed with three registers, RI, R2, and R3, and must be able to compute \R 3 1 and -(R3) if it is off- 
diagonal or 2 -  (R3) if it is on-diagonal.
The root of each secondary J-tree J(z, 0) is connected to the root of secondary I-tree 1(7, 0) and to 
secondary leaf processor P(l,z, 0), for i e [1 ,n ]. We will refer to these two interconnection primitives as 
JI(z, 0) and JP(/). Each secondary J-tree root has two registers, R1 and R2, and must be able to compute 
(R l) -# , where "#" denotes a number that emerges as the sum of subtree results. The root of J(1,0) 
needs, in addition to this, two more registers, Re and Re, the capability of computing the reciprocal and 
square root of a number, and the capability of comparing two numbers. Furthermore, the intermediate 
processors of this J-tree must be able to compute not only the sum of two subtree results, but also their 
maximum.
The secondary leaf processors P(l,y, 0) must be able to square an input number, although, since they 
can already multiply two numbers, this does not actually require any functional enhancement.
Let us suppose that the root processor of each primary J-tree initially contains an entry of A in regis­
ter R l and an entry of A 7 in register R2, i.e., the root of J(i,k) holds Aik and A Furthermore, let us sup­
pose that the root of each secondary J-tree initially contains an entry of b in register Rl, i.e., the root of 
J(i, 0) holds b{.
Step (1) B :=AtA ,c :=ATb:
We use the augmented 3DMOT to form the composite matrix-matrix product A T[b, A ] = [c, B ], 
whereupon c is accumulated in register R2 of the secondary J-tree roots, and B is accumulated in 
register R3 of the primary J-tree roots. First, A 7 is sent to the roots of the K-trees, A is sent to the 
roots of the primary I-trees, and b is sent to the roots of the secondary I-trees. After this, the multi­
plication is straightforward. In our notation:
(R2) = (A7)'- = A A-
W J ) I i.j e [1 .« ])------- ------------- *-> m , j )  I i.j  e [l,n ]) — { P I  i,j,k  e  [1,«]),
j m  uj) m  i.yj
W ,k )  I j , k e  [l,n ]) > {10'.*) I M e  [l.n]} (p(‘0 . «  I i j . k e l l .n ] } ,
10
(JO'.O) I y e  [l,rt]} 0^-> {10', 0) I y e  [1,/z]} {p0‘J ,  0) I z‘J  e [l,n]};
{P(z',y,/:) I i,j,k  e [l,n]}: AjrAjk, {P(z,y, 0) I z'J e [I,«]}: Aji'bj,
R3 <— YjAji'Ajk-Bik
{P(z,y,&) I i,j,k  e [1,/x]} 7=1
JO',/:)
■> {JO,/:) I i,* e [!,«]},
R2 <— J )Aji‘bj — Cj
{P(/J,0) I ij e [l.B ]}---------- --------- MJ(i.O) I i s  [l,n]}.
Step (2) a  := II BUZ1:
The root of primary J-tree JO,/:) computes I Bik I and sends it to P(i,k, 0), whence JO, 0) collects the
n n
sum 2  IBijk I. Following this, the root of JO, 0) sends £  15,* I to P(l,z, 0); finally, J(1,0) collects
k=1 ¿=1
n n
max £  \Bik I = 115 II oo by combining the results of two subtrees with the max operation instead of
1=1 ¿=i
the addition operation. The root of J(1,0) finds the reciprocal of this number, which is a  (Figure 3). 
I (R3) I = 15*!
{JO,/:) I i,k e [1 ,n]} 
¿1 5 * 1
JP(z’,/:)
E ,5 *l
->(p (a ,o )  i a s  [i,«]} ^  >{j(i,o) i i s  [i,n])
J(i,0)
n n
m ax£ 15^1 = 115 11«,
------» {P(l,i,0) I i s  [l,n]} 1=1 *=1 -----------» {J(1,0)J;
JP(z') W ’0)
{J(1,0)}: 115II“1 = a
Step (3) To := vA T, xo := ac, Zo := 2/ -  cx5:
The root of J(1,0) must communicate a  to the roots of all the other J-trees. This is done by sending 
a  to P(1,1,0); from there, a  is retrieved by K (l,l) and broadcast to each P(l,l,fc); subsequently, 
each 1(1,/:) retrieves a  from P(l,l,/:) and broadcasts it to all P(z, l tk). The root of each J(i,k) sim­
ply retrieves a  from P(z, 1,/:) and scales the contents of R2 and R3 by multiplying them by a. The 
primary J-tree registers R2 now collectively contain oAT = T0, the primary J-tree registers R3 col­
lectively contain oc5 - o A TA -  Y0A, which is then transformed, by a local subtraction, to 
21 -  Y0A = Z0, and the secondary J-tree registers R2 collectively contain a c = x0.
11
-1
a
Figure 3. Computation of a  on the augmented 3DMOT
{«1.0)} {P(l.l.O)} “  > {K(l,l)} (P (l,l,£) I k e  [O.n]}
JP(1) K (l,l) K (l,l)
(1(1,*) I k e {Ptf.1-« I 6 [M L  * e [0,«]}
> t« M ) I i e [ M L  * e [O.n]);
J0,£)
{J(/,X:) I /,A: e [1,/z]}: R2 <- a-(R2) = a  '(A7)* =  (Y0)*, R3 <- a-(R3) = a-(ATA)ik = (y04);*.
{J(z, 0) I i g [l,n]}: R2 a-(R2) = a-c4-= (a:0);;
{J(M) I i 'e  [l,n]J: R 3 < -2 -(R 3 ) = ( 2 / - r 0A)ll=(Z0)li,
{J(U) I U e  [ l .n ] ,* * /} :  R3 <— (R3) = ( 2 I - Y 0A)ik = (Z0)ik.
Step (4) p := life II2:
The root of J(i, 0) sends fe,- to P(l,z, 0). P(l,z, 0) computes bj, and J(1,0) collects the sum
n
£ f e 2 =  II fe II2 =  P 2 (Figure 4). The root of J(1,0) finds p by taking the square root of this number. 
/=!
12
bi
{J(i,0) I i e  [l.n]} —— >{P(U Q ) I i e  [1,*]};
JP(0
{P(l,i,0) I i e [I,»]}: b}\
£ t f =  Wb Wl
{P(1.I,0) I I € [l.n]} - - - y -— ----- > {J(1.0)J;
{J(1,0)): p = W -  
Step (5) e' := Pe, e'-\ := p:
The root of J(1,0) stores pe in register Re as e' and p in register Re as e'^i.
{J(1,0)}: Re Pe, Re p.
Step (6) or (9) e’i := II b -  Axt II2:
First, A*/ must be computed. This is done by sending A from the roots of the primary J-trees to the 
roots of the K-trees and sending xt from the roots of the secondary J-trees to the roots of the secon-
P2
Figure 4. Computation of p on the augmented 3DMOT
13
dary I-trees. The computation then proceeds as an ordinary matrix-matrix multiplication, except 
that only the secondary plane of processors is active. The matrix-vector product Ac/ emerges at the 
roots of the secondary J-trees, where (Ac/),- is subtracted from 6,- (which is already stored there in 
R l) and the result is sent to P(l,i, 0). As in computing 116II2, P(l,i, 0) computes (6 -  Axi)}, and
J(1,0) collects the sum £ (6  -  Axi)} = 116 -A t/ II \  = e'j. The root of J(1,0) takes the square root 
1=1
of this number to find e't and compares the result to the contents of Re and Re to test the termina­
tion condition. If the termination condition is not met, e\ is stored in Re and the iteration continues 
(or begins, if / = 0).
(J(U ) I Uj e [l,n]} TT^ ~:r> {K(i,j) I Uj  g [1 ,n]} {P(i,j,k) I i j , k  g [l,/i]},
{jy,0) I j  e  [l,n ]) {10,0) I j  e  [1,»]} {PflJ.O) I e [l.n ]);
{P(i,y, 0) I Uj g [l,n]}: A//Ct/)j\
{P(/J,0) I Uj g [l,n]} 
{J(i, 0) I i G [l,rt]}
* {J(i,0) I i G [l,n]}; 
M Pd.i.O ) I i g [l.n]};
Z Aij(xi)j = (At/),-
M ________________
J(i, 0)
(R2) — (AX[)j = (6 -  At/),
jp(0
{P(l,i, 0) I / G [1,»]): (6 -A t/)?;
¿ (6 -A ^ /)? =  116-At/lli
{P(l,i,0) I i e  [l.n]} — ----------J— --------------> (J(1,0)};
{J(1,0)}: e'i = -^ 116 -  At/ II2 ; if (ej ^ (Re)) success; if (ej > (Re)) failure; Re 4- e'/.
Step (7) T/+1 ;=Z/T/:
This simple matrix-matrix multiplication is effected by sending Z/ from the roots of the primary J- 
trees (where it is stored in R3) to the roots of the K-trees and sending Yt from the roots of the pri­
mary J-trees (where it is stored in R2) to the roots of the primary I-trees. The matrix-matrix multi­
plication proceeds as usual, and the result is accumulated in the R2 registers of the roots of the pri-
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mary J-trees.
{J ( i j )  I U] e [l,n]} 
{JO*.*) I j,k  g [l,n]}
(R3) = (Z/),-,- (Zùj
J > m , j )  I i j  g  [ l . n ] )  — ^  { P a y , * )  I / .y ,*  e  [ ! , » ] ) ,
JK(i,y>
(R2)=(y/V
K(î,y)
. . . . . .  » (1 0 ,* )1 y .*e tM i}  T. . . v > {P(i,y,*> i u .*  ^ ci,«]};
{P(z,y,*) I i j , k  g  [l,n]}: ¡)jk\
R 2 < - Ì ( Z /V (7 /V  = (7/+1)ì*
(P(i.M ) I [ l .n ]} -------- ------------------------------» (J(M) I M s  [l.n]}.
Step (8) Z, := 21 - Y,A, x, := Y,b\
We transmit Yt from the roots of the primary J-trees to the roots of the K-trees, A from the roots of 
the primary J-trees to the roots of the primary I-trees, and b from the roots of the secondary J-trees 
to the roots of the secondary I-trees. Then, similar to the computation of c and B, we form the com­
posite matrix-matrix product Y[[b, .A ] = [*/, T/A]. X[ is accumulated in the R2 registers of the 
secondary J-trees, and YtA is accumulated in the R3 registers of the primary J-trees, after which it is 
transformed to 21 — Y¡A = Z/.
{J(iJ) I i,j e [l,n]}
(R2 ) = (Yl)ij
m j )
MK0\y) I i j e  [l,/i]} 0 7 ) i
K(/,y)
■> {P(/,;,*) I i,j G [l,n], * G [0 ,«]},
(JO',*) I J.* e [l.n]} ^  * *  > (io,*) I M s  [l.n]} (P I i,j,k  e [l.n]},
UO',0) I je [1,«]} (10,0) I ] € [l.n]} (P(i,;,0) I i j  e [l.n]};
(PCM ) I ¿ .M s [l.n]}: (Yi)ij-Ajk, (P(i,;,0) I i J  e [l.n]}: (y,)r 6y;
R 3s- I i(Yl);yAjk = (YlA)ik
{P(i,;,*) I i j ,k  g [ l ,n ]} --------—------------------------ > {JO',*:) I z'.fc g [l,n]},
R2 <- Y,(Xi)ij-bj = 0‘i)i
(Pftj'.O) I i,j e [ l .n ]} ------- M  ------------ > {J(i,0) I i e [l.n]};
(J(i,0 I i s  [l.n]}: R3 <— 2 -  (R3) = (2/ -  Y,A)U = (Z,)«,
(J(M ) I a  s  [l.n ], * 96 i):R3 «— (R3) = (2 I -  Y,A)ik = (Z,),k.
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A careful review of the notational description of steps (1) - (9) confirms that each communication 
and computation statement is supported by the basic 3DMOT architecture or our augmentations.
3.3. Constructing the Finite Element System of Equations with a 3DMOT
In the previous section, we have shown how the augmented 3DMOT can be used to solve the sys­
tem of linear equations resulting from a finite element approximation, but this assumes that we are given 
the system of equations a priori. In this section, we will demonstrate that the augmented 3DMOT can 
also be naturally used to construct the system of equations to be solved (i.e., the global stiffness matrix 
and load vector), given the nodal and elemental data.
In order to perform this task, we introduce some additional processors. Although they will be
treated as separate entities, these processors can actually be realized by enhancing the existing processors
of the augmented 3DMOT. First, each node nj is assigned to a special nodal processor Pn(J) located at
the root of the secondary I-tree l(J, 0). This processor receives as input the nodal data associated with nj.
(We assume here that there is one variable per node; mixed methods and methods using Hermite basis
functions can be handled by straight-forward extensions of the techniques to be described.) The nodal
processors will distribute the nodal coordinates and enforce the essential boundary conditions given for
*
their nodes. Second, element e] is assigned to a special elemental processor Pe(z) located at the root of 
J(i, 0), where i = ((/—l) mod n)+  1. This processor receives as input the elemental data associated with 
e;, for each i = i mod n. The elemental processors will compute the elemental stiffness matrix and load 
vector for each element assigned to them in turn.
The task of constructing the system of equations can be divided into four subtasks. These subtasks 
are executed sequentially, but within each of them there exists a high degree of parallelism:
Subtask (1) - distributing the nodal coordinates:
To begin, each Pn(j) concurrently broadcasts the coordinates of nj through I(J, 0) to each leaf
P(i,J, 0), where they are stored.
'We assume here that the number of elements is bounded by a linear function of the number nodes, say cn, and, thus, there are at most f c"| 
elements assigned to a given elemental processor. In one dimension, c = 1, in two dimensions, c = 2 (as a consequence of Euler’s formula), and
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{P’»(/) I j  € [l,n]} IJ y0^» {P(/J,0) I i j  g [1,«]}.
Subtask (2) - computing the elemental stiffness matrices and load vectors:
A
Then, sequentially for p = 1,2,..., | cl , each Pe(/) concurrently processes cj, i = i + (p -\)n . Sup-
a
pose that A(0 = {./i is the incidence list of c-.2 To process Pe(0 sequentially retrieves
the coordinates of each ns from P(i,s, 0), for s g  A(z) (here x? denotes a query for the coordinates 
of a point):
These data indicate the shape of the element, and from them Pe(i) can infer the form of the local 
shape functions \j/J*. Then, using the form of B given in the elemental data by specifying the 
coefficients a% for e], Pe(i) can compute k% = 5 e:(yJi,\jifi) for s,t e A(/). If the a% are specified 
symbolically, e.g., by giving the coefficients of polynomials in x, then the integration over Qe: can 
be performed symbolically. On the other hand, if the aft are specified tabularly, then the integra­
tion can be performed numerically according to a suitable quadrature rule.
As the elemental stiffness matrix is computed, the elemental load vector can also be computed. 
Using the forms of /  and g specified in the elemental data, Pe(z) can compute 
fs  = j  fy l 'd x  + J gMvfeJds for s g  A(i). As before, if /  and g are specified symbolically, e.g.,
by giving the coefficients of a polynomial in x, then the integrations can be performed symboli­
cally, but, if /an d  g are specified tabularly, then the integrations are performed numerically.
We will not delve into the details of computing the individual entries of the elemental stiffness 
matrix and load vector. We have shown how the elemental processor acquires the necessary data; 
once the processor has this data, the computation proceeds just as it would in a conventional
in three dimensions, grids can be constructed so as to ensure that c = 3 [EPW86].
^ e  also assume that v, the number of nodes per element, is bounded by a constant d.
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sequential computer — no global communication is required. The assembly of the global stiffness 
matrix (A = K) and load vector (b= F) from their elemental constituents does, however, require 
global communication.
Subtask (3) - assembling the global stiffness matrix and load vector:
Once it has computed them, Pe(i) must send each entry of the elemental stiffness matrix kef ,  
s,t g  A(z), to the root of JO,/), where it can be accumulated to form Ast. It does this by forwarding 
kes\ and the indices s and t directly to the root of I(i, 0). I(i, 0) then uses s as a routing tag to send keJt 
and t to POO, 0). From there, KOO) collects keft and, using t now as a routing tag, sends it to
P00,/). Finally, JO,/) forms by summing the contributions of its leaves and accumulates this
i= 1
in R1 (Figure 5).
{P*(0 I ie  [l.n]}
s, /, kjt
m ,  o)
» {!(/ ,0 ) I i e  [1,/|]}
/, k*i /, kS
-> {POO, 0) I i e  [1,«]} —
1 0 ,0 ) KO,0
j  R l4 -(R 1  )+ X k S
{KO,0 I i € [l,n]} {PCUO I i € [1,«]} --------- - . <=1— > {JO,0}.k ( i ,l) JO,/)
Pe(i) must also send each entry of the elemental load vector f j ,  s e A (/), to the root of JO, 0), 
where it can be accumulated to form bs. It does this by fo rw a rd in g a n d  the index s directly to 
the root of I(z, 0). I(z, 0) then uses s as a routing tag to send f j  to POO, 0). Now, JO, 0) sums the
n
contributions of its leaves to form £ / ? ,  which it accumulates in R1 (Figure 6).
¿=1
{PÉ(0 I ie  [l.n]}
■y, f i  
JI(z, 0)
*{I(Z,0) I i e  [1 ,n]}
kf'
— ^-> {P (i,i,0 ) I Ce [l.n]}
R l * - ( R l ) + £ / ?
-------- ——  ■*1 -» {J(i,0) I i e [l,n ]).
JO, 0)
After the execution of these two procedures, the root processor of each primary J-tree contains the 
appropriate entry of A in register Rl, and the root of each secondary J-tree contains the appropriate
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Figure 5. Routing k#
Figure 6. Routing f j
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entry of b in register R l. Now, if A is symmetric, as it is in the case in self-adjoint problems, then 
we can load the appropriate entry of A T into register R2 of the primary J-tree roots simply by copy­
ing the contents of Rl to R2. However, if A is not symmetric, another routing phase is required. 
This routing is similar to that described above in our discussion of the assembly of the global stiff­
ness matrix, the only difference being that we interchange the roles of s and t as routing tags.
Subtask (4) - enforcing the essential boundary conditions:
As a final step in constructing the linear system, the global stiffness matrix and load vector are 
altered to reflect any essential boundary conditions. Such boundary conditions usually dictate the 
value uj - u ( \ j )  for boundary node nj (although this is not strictly true for Hermite elements). To 
enforce the boundary condition, we must set Ajj = 1 (in R l and R2 of the root of JO’,/)), bj = My (in 
R l of the root of J(/, 0)), and Ajk = (AT)kj = 0 (in Rl of the root of J(J,k) and R2 of the root of 
J(k,j)) for all k * j. To do this, for each xy e 8Qi, P„0) routes a signal BCO’.My) to the concerned 
J-tree roots, where the necessary changes take place. A verbal description of this routing is tedious 
and unenlightening, so we will use our notation and a figure for its exposition (Figure 7).
{P „(/') I Xy <= s n , } W J > ( P O O ,0 )  I Xy e  S £ 2 i} ^  > { K  0 0 ) I Xy e  8 0 , }
B C ( j , U ; )  B  C ( j , u ; )
“ {PCi J > k )  I Xj  e  S Q lf  k  e  [O .n ]}  -  ■ . {J O .* ) I Xy g  8 Q lf  k  g  [ 0 ,« ] } ;
K O '.J) JO.*)
{JO’, 0 )  I Xj  e  8 Q i }: R  1 <— My,
{ J O J )  I Xy €  S Q i }: R 1 < -  1, R 2  1,
{J O ,* )  I xy g  8 £ i i ,  k  g  [ l , / i ] ,  k *  j ) :  R 1 0;
BC0’,M;)
WO) I xy £ 80 , ) j > {10,7) I xy € Sii, }
BC(J,Uj) „ BC(j,U;)
l( j  - > {P( iJ J )  I Xy G Sftj, i G [l,rt]} —  W J )  I Xy G 8fllf I € [l,/l]};
{ J ( |,J )  I Xy G 8 Q i ,  i  G [1 , m ], i  * j ) :  R 2 < r -  0 .
Thus, the four subtasks the constructing the linear system can also be performed by the augmented
3 D M O T .
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Figure 7. Altering the linear system to reflect essential boundary conditions
4. Finite Element Analysis on Systolic Hybrids of the Augmented 3DMOT
4.1. Multiplying Matrices with a Systolic/3DMOT Hybrid
The 3DMOT architecture described in the previous section achieves the fastest possible computa­
tion time for matrix multiplication, but it requires many processors and large VLSI area for realization. 
(From [F72] and [HPT87], we know that \ - 0  (log«) suffices for uniform grids and relative error criteria 
of the form e = 2-"c with c constant.) Thus, the time complexity of matrix-matrix multiplication on a 
3DMOT is 0(log/i). The number of processors in the 3DMOT is 4n3 -  3n2, and it can be laid out in 
0 (h4) area in a two-dimensional layout domain, e.g., a VLSI chip or a system of VLSI chips intercon­
nected on PC boards. Yet there are schemes that combine the 3DMOT with a systolic array to achieve a 
processorAime or areaAime tradeoff [PV80]. In fact, by appropriate choice of a particular design parame­
ter, such hybrids allow one to efficiently multiply matrices for time complexities in the range 
[£2(logrt),0(n)]. Here we review these hybrid schemes so that we may later discuss their application to
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the finite element method.
Consider now two n x n  matrices L and Af, and decompose each of them into r2 blocks of size 
(n/r) x (n/r). Specifically forL, we obtain
^11 £12  * * * L \r 
L>2\ L>22 ' ’ * L,2r
Lrl Lr 2 * * ’ Lrr
where each Liy- is an (n/r) x (n/r) matrix, and similarly for M. If we define the n x n matrices
L v
L v
Nj = [Mn  Mj2 ■■■ Mj (j = 1,2.......
then obviously N  = LM = +N2 + • • • + /Vr. Thus, the product of L and M  can be obtained by "accu­
mulating" the matrices N\,...,Nr. This "accumulation" is achieved by pipelining the computation on an 
r x r square mesh of inner product modules (Figure 8). Each inner product module is itself a 3DMOT for 
multiplying (n/r) x (n/r) matrices, as described in Section 3.1.
The set of mesh modules sharing the same horizontal coordinate will be termed a row, while the set 
of modules sharing the same vertical coordinate will be termed a column. The module in row f  and 
column k! ( i 'X  e [ l , r ]) has I-trees W O " £"). J-trees W (/",£") = J((n/r)(/,-l)+ ///,(n/r)(^'-l)+yt")> and 
K-trees ( / " , / ' )  for e [l,n /r]. The roots of the I-trees W 0 " > £ " )  for i '  e [ l,r]  are connected
by linear array LI^O"»^')- Similarly, the roots of the K-trees (/" ,/')  for k! e [l,r] are connected by 
linear array LK,'(/",/')• Since these arrays have r levels, the multipliers have 0(log(n/r)) levels, and the 
operands have O Gogn) bits, the matrix N is available after time O (rlogn + log(n/r) + logn) = 0  (rlogn). 
The number of processors in this network is r 2[4(n/r)3 -  3(n/r)2] = 4n3/r -  3 n2, and it can be laid out in
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Figure 8. Pipelining the computation on an r x r square mesh 
0 (n 4/r2) area in a VLSI environment. By choosing the design parameter r in the range [l,n], we can 
obtain computation times in the range [£2(logrt),0(/ilogrt)], processor counts in the range 
[n2A n 3 - 3 n2], and VLSI area in the range [0(/i2),<9(n4)]. If T is the computation time, P is the 
number of processors, and A is the VLSI area, then the processor/time tradeoff is PT -  O (n3\ogn), while 
the area/time tradeoff is AT2 = 0 (/i4log2n) (which is optimal for the VLSI multiplication of matrices 
with OQogn) bit entries [S79]). Notice that a nonhybridized 3DMOT is obtained by choosing r -  1, 
while a nonhybridized systolic array is obtained by choosing r = n.
4.2. Solving Linear Systems with a Systolic/3DMOT Hybrid
We will follow the general approach of Section 3.2 to see how SOLVE can be implemented on an 
augmented systolic/3DMOT hybrid. First we summarize the modifications to be made to the architecture 
described in Section 4.1, and then we trace the execution of SOLVE to ensure that the communications
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required at each step are supported by the new architecture. The most significant augmentation to the 
systolic/3DMOT hybrid is the use of augmented 3DMOTs instead of standard 3DMOTs as the inner pro­
duct modules. The linear I-tree and K-tree arrays must now support bidirectional communication, and the 
secondary J-tree roots must be connected in linear arrays, i.e., for k! e [ l,r]  are connected by
linear array LJt' (*'")• The register and computational enhancements to the processors remain the same as 
they were for the augmented 3DMOT, except that only Ju(l,0 ) must maintain registers Rfi and Re.
We assume, as before, that the root of each primary J-tree initially contains an entry of A in register 
R1 and an entry of A 7 in register R2. However, only secondary J-tree roots in the first column of 
modules initially contain an entry of b in register R l, i.e., for i\kf e [l,r] and i" X ' e [1,/i/r], 
= ](i,k) holds A^ and A*,-, while Jn(z",0) = J(i, 0) holds blt where i = (n/r)(i'-l)+i" and 
k = (r t/r)(^ -l)+ r.
Step (1) B := A7A, c :=ATb:
As in Section 3.2, we form the composite matrix-matrix product A T[b, A] = [c, B], using, how­
ever, the systolic/3DMOT hybrid matrix multiplication algorithm described above with A7 input to 
the linear arrays of K-tree roots, A input to the linear arrays of primary I-tree roots, and b input to 
the linear arrays of secondary I-tree roots. The only novelty required here is a stratagem for routing 
the submatrices of A7 to the left-hand margin of the systolic super-array and the submatrices of 
[ib, A ] to the upper margin of the systolic super-array while synchronizing their arrival times. 
Merely sending the submatrices to the required initial position is trivial; the submatrices of A 7 can 
propagate left through the linear array of K-tree roots until they reach the first column, whereupon 
they begin to propagate right and participate in the hybrid matrix-matrix multiplication, and the 
submatrices of [b, A ] can propagate upward through the linear array of I-tree roots until they reach 
the first row, whereupon they begin to propagate down and participate in the hybrid matrix-matrix 
multiplication. Synchronizing the arrival times of these submatrices, however, requires a little 
subtlety. In order to achieve the necessary skewing, we first slow the computation by a factor of 
two by introducing a null column (of (n /r )x (n /r ) submatrices) between every two columns of
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L —A t and a null row between every two rows of M = [b, A]. Now, whenever the first two 
operand submatrices arrive at inner product module (/',£')> the module multiplies them as before, 
but it also transmits left on the linear array of K-tree roots and M w  up on the linear array of I- 
tree roots. When these submatrices reach the margins of the systolic network, they reverse direc­
tion and are treated as operands themselves. A careful analysis reveals that Lty  and Myv arrive 
simultaneously at module (i',kT) at step i + 2j + k -  3.
Step (2) a  := II5 II"1:
The root of primary J-tree J = J0\&) computes I Bik I and sends it to the root of K
Then Kn (/",£") collects the sum £  I. which is sent via the root of
^=1
nlr r
Jn  (*".*") to Pn (i",k",0). JnO",0) then collects the sum £  E  B^ (n /r x i '-w x n /rw -w I =
kr=\k'=i
n nlr n
E I and sends it to Pn (U ",0). After this, Jn (l,0 ) collects m ax£  IB^xr-iK'.*1
*=1 "=1 k=1
r nlr n n n
and sends it to In  (1,0). Finally, In (1,0) collects max max £  l£(„/r)(f-i>ft",*l = m ax £  \Bik\ =
*'=1 *"=1 k=\ ’ 1=1 *=i
llfi IIoo and sends it to Jn (l,0 ) where its reciprocal is computed as a.
I i ' X e  [l,r], i” X  g [l,n/r]} I (R3) I = IB (jiir)(?-\)+i"t(nlr)(k'-Y)+lt' I
jK ,y ( i" ,n
{K<Y( i " , n  I f.A 'e [l,r], r , r  € [l,n/r]}
E *5  (n /r)(i'-l >fi", (n lr)(kf-1 )+/fc" • 
=^1_____________________
L K r ( r ,n
{KlT( r , n  I [l,r], r , r  e [l,n/r]}
E (^n/r)(i-l>fi",(rt/rXAM>f*" '
______________________
JK n ( i " , n
( J r r 0 " ,n  I i' g [l,r], V e  [l./i/r]} =^1
JPnO".*")
■>
nlr r
jr-ur-i{Pn (i" ,r ,0 )  I ¿ ' g [ l , r ] , i " , r €  [l,*/r]}
JnO",0)
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E  '£(rt/r)(x-l>H',,Jkl
(Jn (i",0) I i'e [l,r], i " e  [l,n/r]} _ --------> {Pn (U ",0 ) I i 'e  [l.r], i " e  [l,n/r]}
JPnO")
nlr n nlr n
m a x  2  15  (n/r)(i'-l>fi",Jk I tfiax  2  • #  («/rX«'-l>4-i",* I
1 =1 *=1 ---- > {Jnd.O) I ï  e [l.r]} —  *=1
Jrid.O) Jlnd.O )
{In(1.0) I i 'e  [l.r]} 
I I B I
r nlr n n n
max max £  I5 (n/r)(i'-i>+r,*l = m ax £  \Bik \ = Il B
r=1 l"=1 k=l ,=1 Jk=l
Lli(l,0)
[Iii(l.O)}
JIn(l.O)
* {Jn(l.O)};
{J„(1,0)}: IIJ5 HZ1 = « .
Step (3) Yq := aA T, Xq :=ac,Z0 :=21 -a B :
The root of Jn (l,0 ) must communicate a  to the roots of all other J-trees. First, Jn (l,0 ) communi­
cates a  to all J-trees Jii(i",£") in the same module by means of the step (3) broadcast procedure 
detailed in Section 3.2. Then, using the linear arrays of I-tree roots (and the connections between 
them and the J-tree roots), a  is sent to all J-tree roots in the first column. Finally, using the linear 
arrays of K-tree roots (and the connections between them and the J-tree roots), a  is sent from the 
first column down each row until it reaches all J-tree roots. The J-tree roots then perform the 
appropriate scalar multiplications and local subtractions, as described in Section 3.2.
Step (4) p := Il b II2:
nlr
The J-tree Jn(l,0 ) in every module of the first column collects the sum 2 ^ 0 * W -i) tr  following
¿"=1
the method in step (4) of Section 3.2. Then, using the linear array of secondary I-tree roots (and the 
connections between them and the secondary J-tree roots), Jn (l,0 ) collects the sum
r nlr n
E E 6 («/r)0-l>f«" = I f i i  = \\b ll2 = p2. The root of Jn(l,0) finds P by taking the square root of 
r - i r - i  »=1
this number.
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Step (5) e' := (3e, e'_i := p:
The root of Jn (l,0 ) stores pe in register Re as e' and p in register Re as e'_i.
Step(6)o r(9) e'i := \\b -A x[\\2:
We first compute the matrix-vector product Axi in a manner similar to the computation of 
A T[b, A] in step (1) above. The difference here is that only the secondary plane of processors of 
the modules in the first column actively participates in the computation; all other processors merely 
propagate data to maintain the systolic data flow. Axi emerges at the roots of the secondary J-trees 
where it is subtracted from b to form b -Ax[. The quantity II b -A x t II \  is collected by In  (1,0) in 
a manner analogous to the computation of \\b II \  in step (4). The root of Ju (l,0 ) takes the square 
root of this number to find e'i and performs the comparison/update procedure of step (6) or (9) 
described in Section 3.2.
Step (7)Y m  :=ZXYX\
Step (8) Z[ := 21 -  YtA, xl := T/6:
Step (7) is a simple matrix multiplication, and step (8) is a composite matrix multiplication fol­
lowed by local subtractions; the procedure for these operations has already been described, and we 
will not belabor the point here.
The time complexity of solving a linear system by Newton’s method on a systolic/3DMOT hybrid 
is the product of two terms: the number of iterations and the time required per iteration. If the finite ele­
ment grid is sufficiently uniform, then the condition number of the stiffness matrix is bounded by a poly­
nomial in n [F72], and Newton’s method converges in <9 (log«) iterations for error criteria of the form 
e = 2~nC [B84,PR85,HPT87]. The time required per iteration is dominated by the O (rlogn) time required 
to perform the matrix-matrix and matrix-vector multiplications that occur in each iteration (all other com­
putations can be performed in O (r + log/i) time). Therefore, the time complexity of solving such linear 
systems is O (rlog2w). The augmentations of the inner product modules require the addition of 3n2 -  2rn 
processors for a total processor count of 4n3/r -  2rn. The VLSI area complexity of the augmented net­
work, which also accounts for the additional communication links, remains 0 (n 4/r2).
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4.3. Assembling the Global Stiffness Matrix and Load Vector with a Systolic/3DMOT Hybrid
In this section, we will show that the augmented systolic/3DMOT hybrid described above can con­
struct the global stiffness matrix and load vector in addition to solving the resultant system of linear equa­
tions. As in Section 3.3, each node rij is assigned to a special nodal processor Prt(/)- This processor is 
now located at the root of the secondary I-tree Ii/0">0)> where f  — \ j  lr\ and 
/ '  = j — r t f - 1) = ((/—1) m°d (n/r)) + 1, and it receives as input the nodal data associated with nj. Each
A
element e] is assigned to a special elemental processor Pe(0> where i = ((¿-1) mod n) + 1. This processor 
is located at the root of Jn'tf',0), where i' = ["Hr] and i" = (( /- l)  mod (n/r)) + 1, and it receives as input
A
the elemental data associated with e}y for each i = i mod n.
Having established the location of the nodal and elemental processors, we can now discuss their 
cooperation in constructing the system of finite element equations:
Subtask (1) - distributing the nodal coordinates:
Each P„(/) utilizes the linear array of secondary I-trees connected to Ii/(/"»0) to concurrently 
broadcast the coordinates of nj to the leaves of !? /( / ',Q) for i' e [ l , r ]. After this, the coordinates 
of nj are stored at each P , y 0) t f  e [1 ,r] and i" e [1,/i/r ]).
{Pn( j ) \ j e  [1 ,/i]} + {I/y0".0) I r , / €  [l,r], / '  e [1,/z/r]}
Ity0".0)
♦ {P r/tf'J ',0 )  I i ' J  e [ l , r ] , / " , / '€  [1,/z/r]}.
Subtask (2) - computing the elemental stiffness matrices and load vectors:
Then, as in Section 3.3, sequentially for p = 1,2,...,[c l , each Pe(z) concurrently processes e], 
i = i + (p-l)n . To process e}, Pe(i) must retrieve the coordinates for each ns in the incidence list of 
e\ sequentially, but the nodal data for many, in fact most, of these nodes may not be immediately 
available to this module. Therefore, to retrieve xsi Pe(0 forwards a read request to the root of 
Jiv0".0) (s' = [ s ir ] ) via the linear array of secondary J-trees. Jjy(i",0) collects the coordinates of 
ns from its leaf P,y(/",.s",0) (s" -  ((s-1) mod (n/r)) + 1) and sends them back to Pe(0 in the root
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of J,y(z",0):
5", x?
{P.(0} LJ e(n ■> {J4vO  ,0)}
x?
Jty(/",0)
■» {piV(r,j",o)}
J . v r . O )
*  { J , v ( i " s0 )}
l w o
* {P,(0}.
Since the elemental processors are located in modules along the diagonal of the square mesh, there 
can be no conflicting or colliding read requests. Upon retrieval of the nodal coordinates, the com­
putation of the elemental stiffness matrix and load vector proceeds as described in Section 3.3.
Subtask (3) - assembling the global stiffness matrix and load vector:
Let us consider the set of elemental processors residing in diagonal module ii',i'). These processors 
(Pg(z), i e [(i'-l)(n/r)+l,i'(n/r)]) must send each entry of the elemental stiffness matrix keft ,
a
s,t g A(z), to the root of J(^,r) -  Jsu'(s",t"), where it can be accumulated to form Ast. Each elemen­
tal processor forwards kes\ and the indices s', f ,  s" and t" directly to the root o f !??(?',Q). Ijy(z",0) 
then uses s' as a routing tag to send kes\, f ,  s", and t" to lyy(z",0), which in turn forwards these data 
to Jjy(z" ,0). Ji r (z",0) uses f  as a routing tag to send k%, s", and t" to ^ (¿ " ,0 ) . After kes\, s", and 
t" reach J^ y O"^), all that remains is to route keJt within module {s',if) using s" and z" as routing 
tags. This can be done simply by a local application of the routing procedure for assembling the 
global stiffness matrix described in Section 3.3.
{P.(0 I i e [(¡'-m /r)+ U Xn/r)]}
s', f ,  s", r ,  k‘si
n i7(i",o)
* {lf,-'(i",0) I i G [(z'-l)(n/r)+l,i'(n/r)]}
f ,  s", t", k j  )
{V K r,0) I i g  [(z'-l)(zz/r)+l,z'(«/r)]}
f ,  s", t", k j  ^
n s7(i",0)
{Jy;'(z",0) I zg [(/'—1)(«/r)+ l,i'(n/r)]} {JiY(r>0) 1 1 e i(i'-W n/r)+ lA n/r)]}
S‘-> {l,y(z",0) I z g [(i'-l)(n/r)+l,i'(nlr)]} - — >
J IsY ( i .0) i,Y(r,o)
f  kei
{Psr(s",i",0) I z g  [(/'—l)(n/r)+ l,i'(n/r)]} ' f  > {Ks7(s",i") I z g  [(i'-l)(n/r)+\,i'(n/r)]}
n/r
ke‘Ac/
R1 < -(R l)+
I ( e  K /'-l)(n /r)+ l,/'(« /r)]}------ r , „ > (JjYCs",r")}.K s't 'ifJ " ) M s " , n
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Pe(i) must also send each entry of the elemental load vector f j ,  s e A(z), to the root of 
J(s, 0) = Ji'i(.s",0), where it can be accumulated to form bs. The routing procedure described 
immediately above can be used to do this by setting tf -  1 and t" = 0. However, we can be more 
efficient by invoking the routing procedure for assembling the global load vector described in Sec­
tion 3.3 once the data reaches module (s', 1). (We omit the details here for brevity.)
Thus far, we have only discussed the routing procedure for a single diagonal module. An important 
caveat, though, is that write conflicts will occur if the elemental processors in each diagonal module 
attempt to route their elemental stiffness matrices simultaneously, while exorbitant time 
(0(r(r  + log/z))) is required if the diagonal modules route their contributions sequentially, i.e., if 
the elemental processors in module (i'+l.i'+l) must wait to begin routing their elemental stiffness 
matrices until those in module (i',z") have completed their routing. This difficulty is circumvented 
by a systolic control strategy that activates each diagonal module two (routing) steps after the one 
preceding it on the diagonal. This synchronization can be realized by propagating an activation sig­
nal in a zigzag fashion down the diagonal alternately using the secondary I-tree arrays and the 
secondary J-tree arrays (Figure 9). When this signal reaches an elemental processor Pe(z) at the 
root of Jjr(i"»0), this processor begins to route its contributions to the global stiffness matrix (in a 
bit serial mode). When it has issued the last bit of its last write, the processor sends the activation 
signal through LJ,'0") to the root of J,v+i0'",0). From there, the signal propagates down through 
JliV+iC^.O), LIt'+1(z",0), and JIi/+i,r+i(i//,0) to Jf+i.r+iO^O), where it activates Pe(i+n/r). In this 
way, no write conflicts can occur and the total routing time is only O (rlogn).
Subtask (4) - enforcing the essential boundary conditions:
As before, the method of enforcing the boundary conditions is best explained with our notation.
{P„(/) I Xj e 5i2i}
B CO, My)
L i/c r.o ) * { !//(AO) 1 x(/-l)(«/r)+/' e SQi }
B C(j,uj)
I//CT.0) *
{PyyOV'.O) I X(/M)(„/rH/ ' e  5&!}
B C(J,Uj)
K z/O V O * {K / /0 " . / ')  I x( /- l)(n/r}¥f' € }
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Figure 9. Propagation of the routing activation control signal down the diagonal
BC(j,uj)
LK /C /VO * {K /v ( /" ,//) I Xy-ix«/»-)*/' g 5Q i, kf e  [l,r ]}
BC(j,Uj)
K /rO " ./ ')  *
{P /rC /V '.*" ) 1 x(/-D(n/r>f/' e  5Q i, kf g [ l ,r ], g [0,/z/r]}
BC(J,Uj)
j/Arcr.n*
{J/jk'C/".*") 1 x(j'-\)(n/r)+f e  8Qlf kf G [ l , r ], k" g [0,«/r]};
(J/iO^.O) I X(f-i)(fi/rw  g 5Qi}: #1 <-«y,
{J/zCf’/ ' )  1 ^ W G ^ } :  /? 1 <— 1, 2 «— 1,
{J /*(A *") I x o - t X - W  G 8 « 1# A'g [ l.r ] , r  g [1 ,/i/r], k T ^ fo r k T  * / ' } :  R 1 < -0; 
{J//O V O  1 x^-ixn/rH/' e 8 fti} ^  > {iy/C/VO 1 *(f-iyfriry*r G SQi}
(V/O ./0 I x o M X n w  G SQt. ¿ 'G [U ]}
{P,y(i",/ ' , / ' )  I xcr-DfrfrH/* e 8£1i , i 'e  [ l.r], i " e  [l,«/r]}
•»¿yU >7 7
{Jr7'0 " ,/0  I X(/_ix«/r>f/# e 8^ 1, z' g [l.r], z" g [ l ,n /r ]};
I X(y_1Xn/r>+/' e 8fti, z' g [l.r], z" g [1,/i/r], z '* /o r z " * / '} :  R2<r-0.
The time complexity of constructing the linear system on a systolic/3DMOT hybrid is the sum of 
the time required to perform each subtask. The assembly of the global stiffness matrix and load vector 
from their elemental constituents dominates this sum with its O(rlogn) time complexity (all other sub­
tasks can be performed in O (r + log«) time). Thus, the total time for both constructing and solving the
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linear system of equations is O (rlog2«).
5. Partitioning Larger Problems for the Systolic/3DMOT Hybrid
In the preceding sections, we have assumed that the size of the finite element problem, i.e., the 
number of nodes, was fixed, and that the special purpose systolic/3DMOT network was specifically 
designed to accommodate problems of this fixed size. Now we direct our attention to solving finite ele­
ment problems of a size larger than that for which the network was designed. Such problems must be 
partitioned to run on the smaller network. Clearly, additional memory is required just to store the data 
associated with the larger problem; the questions are how to organize this additional memory and how to 
schedule the solution of the subproblems.
Let us suppose that the number of nodes in a large problem is ri -  qn, where q is a fixed integer and 
n is the design size of the network upon which the problem is to be solved. Since the fundamental opera­
tion of Newton iteration is matrix-matrix multiplication, the fundamental aspect of partitioning the large 
problem is to determine a method of multiplying two qn x  qn matrices on a systolic/3DMOT network for 
multiplying two n x n  matrices. The standard approach has, in essence, been discussed in Section 4.1; the 
multiplicand matrices L and M  are partitioned into n x n  submatrices:
¿12  “ • L lq 
L>22 * * ‘ L2q
>
Lql ' ' ’ Lqq
where each Ltj is an n x n matrix, and similarly for M  and N. But now, instead of viewing the computa­
tion as the pipelined accumulation of outer products, we view it as the sequential accumulation of the 
inner products
Nik = ILUj'Mjk, for Lk e [l,<y].
7=1
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If N = 0 initially, and we compute by the following sequential algorithm, then an interesting pattern 
of access emerges.
for i := 1 to q do
for j  := 1 to q do
for k := 1 to q do
Nik •— Nik Lij'M jie,
end do 
end do 
end do
The submatrices of L are accessed in row-major order with each submatrix being accessed q times before 
the next one is accessed. The submatrices of M are also accessed in row-major order, but each one is only 
accessed once before its successor while the whole cycle repeats q times. The submatrices of N are 
accessed in a slightly different order: each submatrix in a given row is only accessed once before its suc­
cessor, but each row is accessed q times before the next row.
The registers R l, R2, and R3 can no longer be simple registers; they are small memories that store * 
q 2 matrix entries each in such a way that the entries can be retrieved in a pattern concomitant with their 
role in the various steps of SOLVE. Furthermore, to avoid overwriting the previous matrix entries (which 
may still be needed to complete the computation), each J-tree root is endowed with a product memory, 
R4, that stores the results of a matrix multiplication until the computation is completed. It seems natural 
to use a linear shift register to realize these memories, but a conventional shift register has a prohibitive 
propagation delay time in the VLSI model. Instead, a simple binary tree RAM with the entries stored in 
row-major order and a specialized addressing counter at the root suffices. This counter realizes the access 
pattern required, e.g., if the matrix stored in the memory is a premultiplicand for this step of SOLVE, then 
it is accessed as described for L above. (Simple modulo q2 counters can be designed to count in the 
sequence required for premultiplicands, postmultiplicands, or products.) Examining SOLVE we see that 
Rl is sometimes a premultiplicand (in step (9)) and sometimes a postmultiplicand (in steps (1) and (8)), 
R2 is sometimes a premultiplicand (in steps (2) and (8)) and sometimes a postmultiplicand (in step (7)), 
and R3 is always a premultiplicand. The leaves of the product RAM (R4) tree are directly connected to
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the leaves of the R l, R2, and R3 trees so the matrix entries can be updated after the computation is com­
plete.
The strategy described above results in 0 (q 3) uses of the basic subsystem, and, in fact, it can be 
shown that this term dominates the others in the partitioning of a finite element problem. This high com­
plexity indicates that Newton’s method and the architectures based on it are only appropriate when the 
design size of the special-purpose machine is closely matched to the size of the problem.
6. Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed a 3DMOT architecture for a dedicated, massively parallel finite ele­
ment machine. The 3DMOT is based on the computational aspects of the finite element method instead 
of the geometric aspects of some particular problem. In fact, the architecture itself is essentially 
geometry-independent; only the integration algorithms used by the elemental processors depend on the 
dimensionality of the problem. This architecture can be pipelined to obtain a processor/time (area/time) 
tradeoff for computation times in the range [Q(log2rt),0(nlog2«)]. While large problems can be parti­
tioned for solution on a smaller instance of the 3DMOT, this is probably only feasible if the problem size 
is near the design size of the architecture. Such a machine might be used to predict weather in an 
environment where data are collected simultaneously from many remote sensors to provide initial condi­
tions for an iterative dynamic simulation.
This research has left many interesting questions for future research. For instance, it would be 
worthwhile to determine whether the sparsity of the stiffness matrix can be exploited to obtain lower pro­
cessor complexity without sacrificing the low computation time. The difficulty is that, although the stiff­
ness matrix is sparse, its (approximate) inverse is usually dense. Indeed, linearly convergent solution 
methods (e.g., the conjugate gradient method), which do not rely on computing an approximate inverse, 
do allow one to exploit the sparsity of the stiffness matrix. On the other hand, these methods require 
more computation time than Newton’s method.
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This suggests another problem that is interesting in its own right: the development of a special- 
purpose machine that implements, say, the conjugate gradient method for solving the stiffness equations. 
Although such a machine would, of course, be slower than the fastest systolic/3DMOT hybrids, it might 
accrue an appreciable savings in processor or area complexity. It is also likely to be more suited to the 
partitioning of larger problems for solution on a fixed-size machine.
Finally, there certainly exist many other problems in which the solution of a system of linear equa­
tions is the most computation-intensive step. Such problems should be studied in an effort to develop 
3DMOT algorithms for constructing and then solving the linear system.
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